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THE PORTUGUESE ECONOMY IN THE INTER-WAR PERIOD(*) 

Nuno Valerio (* *) 

0) Introduction: the importance of the inter-war period 

Why shall people, who gather to discuss «April 25, 197 4: Portugal and the 
Portuguese Ten Years After», pay attention to «The Portuguese Economy in the 
Inter-War Period»? I would point out two main reasons: 

a) During the inter-war period, Portuguese economy faced an inter
national environment that presented some similarities with the one 
it has been facing during the last ten years, mainly because of 
inflationary pressures or growth stagnation in the world economy; 

b) The economic policy implemented to face that environment played 
an important role in the advent of the political regime that lasted 
until April 25, 197 4. 

I want to stress that, in spite of these reasons, none of my t)1eses should 
be taken as an implicit political proposal, or as a political prophecy. 

1) The main features (1) 

The main features of the Portuguese economy in the inter-war period may 
be described under three items: smallness, backwardness, and dependence. 
A brief survey of the available data and some comparisons with the United 
States of America will ilustrate this idea. 

Portugal has had a gross domestic product more than 150 times smaller 
than the American. In 1929, for instance, Portuguese GDP amounted to 551 
million dollars, and the United States of America had a gross domestic product 
of 103 billion dollars. 

(*) Paper presented at the 3rd meeting of the International Conference Group on Portugal 
on the theme «April 25, 1974: Portugal and the Portuguese Ten Years After», held at the Univer
sity of New Hampshire, Durham, N. H., USA, from May 30 to June 3, 1984. 

( .. ) Professor of Economic History at the lnstituto Superior de Economia- Universidade 
Tecnica de Lisboa. 

(1) Lack of reliable statistical data is the main problem in the study of Portuguese economy 
in the inter-war period. However, recent research provided time-series for some important eco
nomic indicators. Tables 1 and 2 present the basic results for some selected years. Yearly data 
and details about its construction may be found in the sources. 
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TABLE 1 

Gross domestic product and value of the escudo 

GDP GDP 
Per capita 

Price of the 
Price index GDP Interest rate 

Year - - - - pound -
Current prices 1914 basis 

1914 prices 1914 prices - Percentage 
(10" escudos) (1 06 escudos) (Escudos) Escudos 

1914 ...... 475 1,00 475 79 5,235 6 
1919 ...... 1 528 3,35 456 76 8,196 5,625 
1924 ... . . . 10 347 23,99 431 68 133,950 12 
1929 .... . . 12 266 23,61 520 77 108,250 10,625 
1934 ...... 11 872 19,68 603 84 110,000 5,75 
1939 ...... 13 857 19,18 722 94 110,000 5,25 

Sources: Nuno Valerio, «0 produto nacional de Portugal entre 1913 e 1947 - uma primeira 
aproximat;:iio», in Revista de Hist6ria Econ6mica e Social, no. 11, Jan.-Jul. 1983, and A Maeda 
em Portugal 1913-1947, Sa da Costa, Lisbon, 1984. 

TABLE 2 

Balance of payments 

Trade Debt Em migrants 
Balance Capital Net reserve 

Year on current and gold balance service remittances account accOunt asset movements 

1914 ... ........ - 7,5 -1,7 + 3,4 - 5,8 -0,3 - 6,1 
1919 .. .......... -14,9 -1,7 + 2,0 -14,6 + 0,8 -13,8 
1924 ... .... . . . . . -15,0 -0,2 + 2,0 -13,2 + 0,5 -12,7 
1929 0 ••• 0. . . . . . . -13,4 -0,1 + 5,0 - 8,5 -0,7 - 9,2 
1934 ...... . . . . . - 9,6 -0,1 + 2,0 - 7,7 + 7,6 - 0,1 
1939 .. .... . . . . . . - 6,8 -0,1 + 2,0 - 4,9 + 8,5 + 3,6 

Unity: million pounds. 

Sources: «A unidade monetaria portuguesa face a libra», by Eugenia Mata (unpublished M. 
S. thesis), and Relat6rio do Banco de Portugal (various years). 

The Portuguese per. capita gross domestic product was nearly 10 times 
smaller than the American. In 1929, for instance, the Portuguese per capita 
GDP reached 82 dollars, the corresponding American figure being 847 dollars. 

Nearly half of the Portuguese labour worked in agriculture, and this propor
tion did not clearly change during the inter-war period. At the same time, the 
United States of America, not only had a smaller proportion of labour force 
in agriculture, but also reduced it (2). 

(2) The closed-door policy to European emmigrants implemented by New World countries 
in this period was perhaps decisive to prevent a decline in the share of labour force in agriculture 
in Portugal. Anyway, the absence of such a decline also means that the urban part of the Por
tuguese economy W!IS unable to provide an outlet for potential migrants. 
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The ratios of exports and imports to GDP reached 10% and 22% in Por
tugal, and only 5% and 4% in the United States of America, in 1929. This 
means Portugal had a rather open economy. But it is important to stress Por
tuguese economy was not only open, but also highly dependent in four basic 
fields: it imported a high proportion of its consumption of some key commodi
ties such as coal and foodstuffs; Great Britain was the overwhelming trading 
partner; there was q high ratio of public external debt to GDP; and the 
ernmigrants remittances, interest and capital inflows were vital to compensate 
for external payments. 

2) The performance 

As to the performance of the Portuguese economy during th·e inter-war 
years, we may distinguish three periods: the post-war years (1919-1924), the 
Ia te twenties (1924-1929) and the Great Depression and the thirties (1929-1939). 

Wild inflation and economic recession plagued Portugal during the post
war years. Prices experienced an eight-fold increase. The price of the pound 
in escudos was multiplied by 16. Aggregate and per capita GDP fell below its 
pre-war levels. 

At first sight, this situation is quite similar to the one Portugal faced during 
the First World War: a three-fold increase in prices; a 60% depreciation of 
the escudo against the pound; and a fall in aggregate and per capita GDP. 
However, the causes .of the two situations were very different: the First World 
War crisis was a scarcity crisis, due to the reduction of the external supplies 
of key commodities; the post-war crisis was a confidence crisis, that soon 
became self-sustained and threatened to become hyper-inflationary as in some 
Central European countries in the same period. The lack of confidence in the 
post-war years may be explained by three reasons: in 1919, the escudo was 
overvalued in the exchange markets according to a purchasing power parity 
basis; a war debt of 23 million pounds (nearly one fifth of GDP) towards Great 
Britain should be paid until 1921; and the difficulties of the war period made 
social and political unrest arise in the country. The main factor that made infla
tion to become self-sustained was the reduction of the non-trade receipts that 
usually balanced external payments: even a highly optimistic assumption about 
that reduction would lead to an external deficit higher than in any other 
moment of the inter-war period. 

During the late twenties, Portuguese economy was able to reach pre-war 
levels of activity and to stabilize its currency both on internal and external mar
kets. Such a recovery and stabilization had two main causes: the international 
environment improved, because inflation stopped almost everywhere and 
prosperity came to the world economy; and a deflationary policy was gradu
ally implemented between 1922 and 1928. The postponement of the payments 
of the war debt, that started _in 1927 and were intended to be completed only 
in 1988, and the star of the payment of German reparations under the Dawes 
plan, also helped to ease Portuguese problems in the middle twenties. 
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During the thirties, Portugal experienced mild economic growth and mone
tary stability, in spite of the difficult international environment set by the Great 
Depression. Between 1929 and 1939, Portuguese per capita GDP grew at· a 
rate of 2% per year, which is a good performance as the American decrease 
of 0,4 % per year shows. As a matter of fact, Portuguese colonies were badly 
hurt, at least in their export-oriented sectors, but these problems had no 
influence in the evolution of European Portugal. The Hoover moratory and the 
Lausanne conference solved the war debt problem - Portugal pald only 1 ,5 
million pounds, between 1927 and 1931, and they were more than compen
sated by the 5 million pounds received as war reparations from Germany. 
However, restrictions to external payments implemented by Brazil and other 
countries were far more important, because they reduced the usual non-trade 
receipts. To counter-act such a reduction, Portugal was forced to give up a 
significant part of its imports and to maintain its position as an exporting coun
try, in spite of the contraction of the world trade. 

3) The economic policy 

What did the State try to do to face the problems that have just been men
tioned? The government performance may be divided into three periods, that 
do not coincide with the three periods of economic evolution. 

Inflationary practices (such as high budget deficits financed by banknote 
emission), and attempts to stop the external depreciation of the escudo through 
administrative controls of the exchange market were the most important actions 
of the State between 1919 and 1922. Inflationary practices contributed to the 
self-sustaining inflationary process. Administrative controls of the exchange rate 
were worthless, as a parallel black market for foreign money soon developped. 

1922 was a turning point. Budget deficits began to shrink and ceased to 
be financed by banknote emissions (these were replaced by Treasury bonds 
emissions). Administrative controls were replaced by direct intervention through 
buying and selling in the market as a device to stop the depreciation of the 
escudo. This policy had no immediate results, mainly because resources to inter
vene in the exchange market were scarce. However, stabilization came at last 
by 1924. 

Anyway, nothing seemed to be set on a firm basis until 1928, because 
budget deficits and political unrest persisted. Furthermore, negotiations for a 
12 million pounds foreign loan under the supervision of the League of Nations 
to consolidate stabilization were carried out in 1927 and failed. It was the budget 
superavit of 1928 that ended the doubts about the success of the deflationary 
policy. At the same time, it brought political stabilization, because it was the 
main step towards leadership of the man that would rule Portugal for the fol
lowing decades. 

On July 1, 1931, Portugal adopted the gold-exchange-standard. Though the 
new gold escudo was almost 25 times smaller than the old (the old par was 
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£ 1 = 4$50; the new par was £ 1 = 11 0$00), that measure was intended to be 
the symbol of a policy. 

82 days later the sterling left the gold-~tandard, and it became clear that 
an overall deflationary policy would be unable to face the depression. The Por
tuguese government showed a remarkable flexibility and found a quite adequate 
mix of inflationary and deflationary measures to implement. Current budget 
deficits were kept in low levels to curb private and public comsumption. Pri
vate investment was fostered by the fall of the interest rate. Public investment 
increased. The escudo maintained a fixed parity with the sterling to assure com
petitivity. 

4) The effects of economic policy 

How were the economic policies described in section 3 related to the eco
nomic performance described in section 2? Data is too scarce and estimates 
are too inter-related to allow a formal counter-factual analysis. However, some
thing may be suggested on a comparative basis. 

Let us sum up: inflationary practices and unfavorable international environ
ment led to inflation and recession in the post-war years; a deflationary policy 
and a good international environment led to stabilization and recovery in the 
late twenties; a mixed policy and un unfavorable international environment led 
to stability and growth in the thirties. It is clear that: the connection between 
economic policy and economic performance is higher than the connection 
between international environment and economic performance; deflationary or 
mixed policies were linked to stability and growth; inflationary practices were 
linked to inflation and recession. 

The slow results of the deflationary policy during the twenties may be 
explained, in this context, by its weakness: a budget superavit in the middle 
twenties would perhaps have produced quicker results. 

5) Conclusion: the political consequences of the economic performance 

Is it possible to go further and say that such quicker results would have 
assured the stabilization of the democratic regime and avoid Portugal the mili
tary dictatorship of the late twenties and the decades of Salazar's rule? I will 
not risk such an informal political counter-factual, but I think it is important to 
stress that, apart from unavoidable considerations about personal political 
capacity, clearness and credibility were the main factors that made Salazar 
able to profit from what men like Vitorino Guimaraes and Alvaro de Castro had 
begun. 

I said in the introduction I did not want to make neither political proposals, 
nor political prophecies. However, I think this is an important conclusion to draw 
from this review on the Portuguese economy in the inter-war period. It may 
be very useful for those who care about freedom and prosperity in Portugal 
today. 
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VALERIO, Nuno- A economia portuguesa entre as duas guerras mundiais 

RESUMO: 

No periodo entre as duas guerras mundiais, Portugal tinha uma eco
nomia pequena, atrasada e dependente. A sua evolu<(ao durante esses anos 
pode ser dividida em tres perfodos: os anos do ap6s-guerra (1919-1924), 
de inflavao e recessao; a segunda metade dos anos vinte (1924-1929), de 
estabilizavao e recupera<(ao; os anos trinta (1929-1939), de estabilidade e 
crescimento moderado. Uma polftica deflacionista implementada desde 1922 
desempenhou um papel decisivo na viragem de 1924 e foi mantida ate 1931. 
Depois desse ano foi substituida por uma mistura de medidas deflacionis· 
tas e inflacionistas, que se revelou bastante bern sucedida durante os anos 
trinta. 

VALERIO, Nuno- The Portuguese economy in the inter-war period 
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ABSTRACT: 

In the inter-war period, Portugal had a small, backward, and depen· 
dent economy. Its evolution during those years may be divided into three 
periods: the post-war years (1919-1924) of inflation and recession; the late 
twenties (1924-1929) of stabilization and recovery; the thirties (1929-1939) 
of stability and mild growth. A deflationary policy implemented since 1922 
played a decisive role in the turning point of 1924, and was maintained un
til 1931. Then, it was replaced by a mixture of deflationary .and inflationary 
measures, that was quite successful during the thirties. 


